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ABSTRACT: Hydrogen evolution by the catalytic decomposition of formic acid in solution is a key reaction for hydrogen storage for which palladium is one of the most efficient catalysts. Based on DFT computations, we explain why the presence of an anionic promoter renders palladium more active and more selective for formic acid dehydrogenation. The promotion is well captured by modelling the anion by a negatively charged surface. This promotional effect can be traced back to the modulation of the electric field at the catalyst surface, with a strongly contrasted action on the energy of the various species along the competing pathways through the electrostatic interaction between the electric field and the surface dipole moment. As a result, both the reaction kinetics and selectivity are markedly improved. This opens the door to a rational design of catalytic systems using promoters.
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The transformation of formic acid in solution into CO₂ and H₂ is a key reaction for safe intermittent hydrogen storage and utilization in energy applications, especially for fuel cells. Transition metal (TM) catalysts, particularly Pd, show a good activity for this catalytic decomposition. Unfortunately, the dehydrogenation reaction is usually in competition with the dehydration, generating H₂O and CO. For practical use, the dehydration process should be avoided since CO binds very strongly to the late TMs and thus acts as a poison for the Pt catalyst in the "downstream" H₂ electro-oxidation.

If TM catalysts already show a fair activity, the presence of sodium formate HCOONa can strongly increase the rate of hydrogen production (by a factor of ~30). In electrochemical conditions, the formic acid oxidation is also promoted by adding sodium formate and more generally anions, like sulfate or acetate. In both cases, the origin of the promoting effect is still unclear, hampering the rational design of a promoted catalytic process.

The nature of the surface intermediates and the reaction mechanism are the keys to reach a molecular scale understanding of this reaction. Experimentally, formate species (HCOO, bound in a bidentate or monodentate manner on the TM surface) have been evidenced by IR spectroscopy. In particular, the role of bidentate formate is unclear, since it has been considered as a reactive species along the pathway, or, in contrast, as a (blocking) spectator. Even the nature of the surface formate is unclear, since it can be a radical derived from the homolytic dissociative adsorption of formic acid or an anion (HCOO⁻) – cation pair from solution.

Modeling is a powerful tool to provide a better understanding of catalytic systems. The effect of metallic alkali promoters on the dissociation of N₂O on Ru(0001) was related to an electrostatic effect by Nørskov and co-workers. However, here, the promoter is not a metallic alkali in gas-phase but an alkali salt in solution. We report how and why sodium formate promotes the reactivity and selectivity towards H₂ production from formic acid. Computations are based on periodic Density Functional Theory (DFT) with a generalized gradient functional (PBE) (see SI for more details). The solvent is described by a continuum model and the simulation cells of charged surfaces are neutralized through an idealized counter ion distribution representative of a 1 M electrolyte.

According to the accepted terminology, two pathways are distinguished for dehydrogenation based on their intermediate: the formate and carboxyl pathways, represented in Scheme 1, together with the undesired dehydration pathway. In the following notation, the underlined atoms form a chemical bond with the surface or point towards the surface. As shown in Scheme 1, the decomposition of formic acid could be initiated by O-H bond breaking from HCOOH (O-H down configuration), or C-H bond breaking from HCOOH (C-H down configuration). Alternatively, HCOOH (C-H, O-H down configuration) could serve as the direct precursor for these two pathways.
Scheme 1. Mechanisms for formic acid decomposition, including the dehydrogenation through the formate and the carboxyl pathway together with its dehydration branch to CO. For simplicity, the Pd(111) surface is indicated by a grey line.

Table 1 summarizes the effective barriers for each pathway, which are conveniently described by their energetic spans. In the formate pathway, HCOOH undergoes O-H bond activation to produce bidentate HCOO\(^-\), followed by a rotation to give monodentate HCOO\(^-\), which then yields CO\(_2\) and an adsorbed H atom. Alternatively, the monodentate HCOO\(^-\) can be generated directly from chemisorbed HCOOH, bypassing the bidentate adsorption mode and the required re-orientation. The Gibbs free energy profiles for the two pathways are given in the left part of Figure 1. We find that in the absence of a promoter (red line), the indirect pathway through bidentate formate is clearly preferred over the direct counterpart. If the bidentate formate HCOO\(^-\) (-0.27 eV) is easily generated, its reorientation into the reactive monodentate HCOO involves a large barrier of 0.94 eV, which induces a high energetic span (1.42 eV). However, the monodentate HCOO seems to be inaccessible directly, with an unstable HCOOH precursor (+0.34 eV) and a high lying transition state (TS) for its direct formation (TS\(_{fH} \), +0.98 eV). It is important to underline here that the "HCOO" units created along the decomposition of HCOOH, together with adsorbed H are formally neutral species, without generation of excess charge on the metal surface.

Table 1. Gibbs free energetic span (\(\delta G_{\text{span}}\), in eV, at 303 K) of the formate pathway, the carboxyl pathway and the dehydroxylation pathway shown in Scheme 1 as a function of the promoter model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>No promoter</th>
<th>HCOO(_2)Na</th>
<th>HCOO</th>
<th>HCOO(^-)</th>
<th>1e(^-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formate</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carboxyl</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehydration</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the carboxyl pathway, the C-H bond cleavage precedes the O-H bond breaking, passing through a carboxyl intermediate (right part in Figure 1). Similar to the formate pathway, two carboxyl configurations are possible, the H-up (COOH) and the H-down (COOH) configuration, the latter being the reactive one to yield CO\(_2\). Thus, we subdivide the carboxyl pathway into a direct and an indirect mechanism for the formation of the H-down configuration (COOH). Since the corresponding C-H scission transition states are lying almost at the same energy, the distinction is not crucial in the absence of a promoter, but it will become essential in its presence. When the weakly adsorbed HCOOH serves as the precursor, the carboxyl intermediate COOH can be directly formed, which is followed by the O-H bond cleavage to generate CO\(_2\) plus H\(_2\). Alternatively, the carboxyl pathway can proceed from the more stable HCOOH mode, leading to another carboxyl conformer COOH. From this key intermediate, two routes are branching. On one hand, COOH undergoes O-H bond rotation to give COOH, which produces the dehydrogenation products. On the other hand, the breaking of C-O bond in COOH yields the dehydroxylation products; CO and H\(_2\)O (see Figure S3 for the corresponding profile). The energetic span for dehydroxylation is very high (1.65 eV) and defined by the C-H and C-O scission TS (all lying at ~0.5 eV) on one hand and the chemisorbed CO on the other. While sharing the same limiting TS (C-H scission) the dehydroxylation is easier (\(\delta G_{\text{span}} \approx 1.23 \text{ eV}\)) since the product is less strongly bound (2H vs. CO).

To sum up, in solution and in the absence of a promoter, the main route on Pd(111) is the dehydroxylation following the carboxyl pathway. Unfortunately, the COOH intermediate is also the precursor for C-O dissociation and hence can open the door to undesired traces of CO, since the gap between TS\(_{\text{COOH}}\) (0.21 eV) and TS\(_{\text{CO}}\) (0.49 eV) is not very large.

Let us now turn to the influence of HCOONa. This salt is dissociated in a heterolytic way at the Pd\(_{\text{pd}}\)/water interface, yielding a chemisorbed bidentate anionic formate HCOO\(^-\) and a hydrated Na\(^+\) cation (+0.97 a.u. from bader charge analysis) at around 4 Å distance from the surface. The main influence of HCOONa is to considerably promote the formate pathway, drastically reducing its energetic span from 1.42 to 0.95 eV due to a strong stabilization (0.62 eV) of the monodentate HCOO along the path (blue line in Figure 1). The co-adsorbed HCOONa does not affect the bidentate HCOO\(^-\); so that the two forms of formate become isoeenergetic. The rotation barrier is divided by two (from 0.94 to 0.47 eV), facilitating the dehydrogenation from HCOOH. The relative orderings of the adsorption modes of formic acid are also affected by the promoter: HCOOH is now more stable than HCOOH. Thus, both the initial and the final state of the direct OH scission are stabilized (Figure 1 left), rationalizing why the related TS\(_{\text{fH}}\) is markedly lowered (by 0.82 eV) upon co-adsorption of HCOONa. As a consequence, the path that directly goes through the monodentate formate is easier. The carboxyl pathway is also promoted by HCOONa but to a lesser extent, giving an energetic span equivalent to that of the formate path (0.99 eV). In other words, those two pathways are energetically equally probable in the presence of a formate anion. Furthermore, since HCOOH and the corresponding TS are stabilized, the promoted carboxyl pathway is also the "direct" one. Concerning the undesirable dehydrogenation process, the TOF limiting TS (TS\(_{\text{CO}}\)) is only slightly stabilized (by 0.1 eV) in presence of the promoter, which enlarges the gap (0.81 eV vs. 0.28 eV) between TS\(_{\text{CO2}}\) and TS\(_{\text{CO}}\), and thus favors the dehydrogenation from COOH enhancing the selectivity. In short, HCOONa has a strongly contrasted action on the various species, stabilizing some by 0.8 eV and destabilizing others by 0.1 eV. In the following, we provide a detailed rationalization of this distinct influence and propose a simplified model that
Given that solvated Na\(^+\) does not strongly interact with the Pd (111) surface, the promotion effect can be attributed to the co-adsorption of HCOO\(^-\). The working principle of HCOO\(^-\) promotion can be further decomposed into the co-adsorption of neutral HCOO and the effect of a negative charge. To gain more insight on the promotion mechanism, we consider three models: the co-adsorption of HCOO\(^-\) (Figure S1-S3), the co-adsorption of the neutral HCOO (Figure S1-S3) and the reactivity of a negatively charged surface (profiles in black in Figure 1 and S4). From Figure 1, S1-S4 and the energetic spans (Table 1), it is clear that the neutral HCOO co-adsorption behaves closely to the non-promoted situation (red) while the HCOO\(^-\) anion and the negatively charged surface (black) both mimic the presence of HCOONa (blue). Hence, the promotion effect originates in the electron donation ability of HCOONa towards the Pd surface.

Having established the equivalence of adsorbing one electron or HCOONa on the surface, we now identify the physical origin of the change in relative energies. The injected charge is localized at the metallic surface layer (Figure S8-S11) and one of the most immediate effects of such a charge injection is the creation of an electric field perpendicular to the surface. This field interacts with surface dipole moments created by the adsorbates.\(^{(20,28)}\) The adopted procedure to estimate the electrostatic interaction between the electric field (\(\vec{E}\)) and the dipole (\(\mu\)) is detailed in the SI (Table S6-S8). Figure 2 plots the adsorption energy relative to the non-promoted condition, \(\Delta G\), against the electrostatic interaction (\(E_{\text{dip}} = -E\mu\)) for chemisorbed formic acid (HCOOH) and the four key intermediates (\(\text{COOH, COO}, \text{HCOO and HCOO}\)) in the presence of various promoter models. Importantly, the change in adsorption energy, \(\Delta G\), is strongly correlated to the electrostatic interaction energy. Adsorbates inducing a large negative out of plane surface dipole component \(\mu_z\) (HCOOH in black, HCOO in blue, COOH in green) are strongly stabilized, while species leading to small (negative or positive) dipole moments (HCOO and COOH) are weakly affected. The electrostatic interactions from the HCOONa and formate anion promoters are similar to that of the surface charged by 1 electron, confirming that this simple model is representative of the underlying processes governing the promotion by HCOONa. Although our procedure overestimates the field (the actual field varies over the size of the adsorbate and is counterbalanced by the double layer effect), the strong and common correlation between \(\Delta G\) and \(E_{\text{dip}}\) identifies the electrostatic interaction as the dominant promotional effect of anions. This explains the experimental results with mixtures of formic acid and sodium formate, and can be readily extended to other electron donor species, like anions or amine ligands.\(^{(29)}\)

Still, the difference in energetic span between the non-promoted and the HCOONa assisted pathway (0.3 eV) would be associated with a rate enhancement of \(\sim 10^5\) at 300 K, much larger that the observed factor of \(\sim 30\). In the decomposition of pure formic acid, however, a certain concentration of formate anions is present in the solution (~0.01 M) that will adsorb on the Pd catalyst and self-assist the oxidation of formic acid. This assisting role of solution formate anion species also agrees with the observed increase in catalytic activity of Pd/C with the increase of the pH.\(^{(35,51,46)}\) Increasing the pH obviously increases the concentration of formate anions, their surface coverage and the amount of injected charge in the Pd particle, hence enhancing the promotional effect. However, the optimal pH cannot be assessed easily based on modelling since it relies also on other experimental aspects such as the nature of the carbonaceous support, the total concentration of HCOOH/HCOONa, etc.

In a nutshell, our study depicts formate as a Janus species in the mechanism, both a promoter anion and a reaction intermediate. On the electron-rich Pd surfaces, bidentate and monodentate HCOO are isoenergetic, and the monodentate form appears as the key intermediate.
Figure 2. Scaling relation (R² = 0.88) between the change in adsorption Gibbs free energy (referenced to the non-promoted case) of five species along the pathways and the electrostatic field induced by the electrostatic field induced by the promoter modifiers. Promoter modifiers are HCOO-anion and HCOONa, over Pd(111) and negative surface charges including 0.30, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0e⁻. Species along the pathway include HCOOH (black), COOH (orange), COOH (light green) and monodentate (blue) and bidentate (dark green) HCOO intermediates. The associated surface dipole moments are shown, and the electric field produced by the anionic promoters is negative. If dipole and electric field vectors are parallel, the electrostatic interaction is attractive.

The evidenced promoting effect of the electric field for the charged surface is reminiscent of an electro-promoted catalyst as discovered by Vayenas and co-workers (where the chemical process is assisted by an electrochemical potential, with the current not being involved in the main reaction) or an electrochemical reaction. However, HCOONa is a chemical promoter. Indeed, the chemical promotion through an adsorbate investigated herein is operationally different and complementary to these two alternatives: First of all, there is no electrical current involved, since the promotional effect is only derived from co-adsorption of chemical species from the solution. Second, in electrochemistry, the negative surface charge would be translated to a reducing potential (see Figure S7 and Table S9). However, the electro-oxidation of formic acid into CO₂ and 2(H⁺; e⁻) is thermodynamically not possible at these potentials. In other words, in agreement with the observations in ref 31, the chemical steps in the electro-oxidation of formic acid would be slowed down by the overpotentials, necessary to obtain practical current densities.

In conclusion, in the HCOOH decomposition catalysed by Pd, the active catalyst is not the neutral metal surface, but the metal electronically enriched by the adsorption of formate anions. The generated electric field strongly facilitates the direct formate/carboxyl dehydrogenation and can be modelled by a surface charge counterbalanced by an implicit electrolyte. Our results shed new light on the promotional effect of solution species in heterogeneous catalysis at the solid-liquid interface, providing a common framework to understand electrochemical promotion and promotions due to interactions between ionic species and metal nano-particles.
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